AT-AT
(Imperial walker)

The game starts when you are given these instructions and the horn is blown.
You, your friends and complete strangers have just been conscripted into the service of
the Empire and have been assigned to the planet Hoth where you are to navigate
through a treacherous ice field and back.
The patrols divide into two groups (A & B). Group A will consist of 4 members from each
patrol and line up on the course at the start / finish line. Group B will consist of all
remaining patrol members and will line up at the exit / reentry line at the opposite side
of the ice field.
Group A will mount the tracks and cinch their feet in. Persons mounted in the front set of
all tracks will hold a pole with both hands to keep them aligned together. Everyone
works together as a team.
Once the group gets started on the course the members must remain on the tracks until
the course is completed and the last track completely across the exit line. The groups
will now exchange positions. You must always keep your AT-AT within the lane
boundaries of the course.
When Group B has completely crossed all of their tracks with all members over the start
/ finish line they will give their two respective patrol cheers to signify they have
successfully completed the challenge.
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All 8 positions must be manned in both directions.
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Group B waits on the exit side of the ice field where Group A will emerge and exit the tracks.
Group B will take over the tracks to cross the ice field and exit at the finish line.

